If we would know that life is
worth living, we must live a life
that is worth something, do
things that are worth doing, give
ourselves to some grand purpose.
In some way we must so link our
selves to humanity that we shall
feel that others are being helped
by our living.
—John Reid Shannon.
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SOANGETAHA-MNANKA DEBATE the devil, himself, tries to drag him PROFESSOR MARIE ZIMMERMAN
down in spite of everything. The
Saturday evening, March 25, will test lasts but for a moment, then he
Many students of Taylor University
always stand out as an important looks up and again sees the face of will receive with sinking hearts the
date in the history of the school. Jesus.
news of Professor Marie Zimmer
Six years ago, Mrs. Swain was con man's death, March 2, 1922. For pur
There was an Inter-Club debate be
Three months later Mr. pose of special medical attention she
tween girls' clubs. The question for verted.
debate was, Resolved: That India Swain was saved, partly through the had been taken, by the family, to
Should Have Home Rule." The affirm influence of his wife's prayer, "Oh, Milwaukee in the early part of the
ative was upheld by Misses Hessen- God, forgive him, save him."
year. It was there that death came
Some time after he felt that he as a kind of relief to one who had
auer and Miss Wolfe, of the Soangetahas; the negative was supported by needed something more and he made suffered constantly, but patiently and
Miss Louise Smith and Miss Kettyle a full surrender. Everything was hopefully.
of the Mnankas.
settled, and since then he has been
The funeral services were held at
Miss Hessenauer, the first speaker able to point back to that spot. He the home, 6021 Woodlawn Ave., Chi
on the affirmative, contended that was called to Rescue Mission work cago, on Monday, March 6. Many of
in the city of Akron, Ohio. He had her students attended and assisted in
India should have home rule, first,
because India is ready for it, and, to go hungry at different times; he the last rites. Mr. Jay Ham, Mr.
. second, because home rule would be had to pawn his possessions; God was Meredtih Manning and Mr. Wm. Kaye,
advantageous to England. Miss Wolfe teaching him, not to depend upon the two latter being students from
argued that Home Rule was neces Sam. The verse, "Thou, therefore, South Dakota Wesleyan, acted as pall
sary. Both debaters showed careful my son, be strong in the grace that bearers, and Mr. Barton Pogue was
preparation and organization of ma is in Christ" came to him. He an asked to give an English prayer, the
terial. Each appeared at ease before swered, "All right, Father, I'll depend services being conducted in German.
upon You." He was carried back to
the audience.
No tribute the strongest mind might
the old family altar, and he remem pen could hope to rise to the height of
Miss Smith, on the negative, point
ed out in a very clear, forceful man bered saying the Lord's Prayer with devotion and love this woman holds
the other members of his family.
in the hearts of her students. So
ner, that India is not prepared for
Home Rule because of existing re Again, he repeated those words, "Thy unstinting in her labors for others
will be done." He got up from his
ligious conditions, and because of the
she shall never die, but live on in the
knees and walked up the street saying
work of those she helped to train.
lack of education.
Miss Kettyle
over and over, "Thy will be done."
We join hands in a new devotion, her
showed that English government is
"How are you getting along?"
sacrificial spirit being the trumpet
absolutely necessary for India at the
asked the man into whose office he
present time because India has not
call to a high and holy service for
went. "I've got to get along. I'm mankind.
yet learned the essentials of Democ
one of God's boys," he answered. God
Barton Rees Pogue.
racy; and that Home Rule would mean
wondrously led him through the hard
confusion.
ship of finding
a building and the
Miss Kettyle had no trouble in money to pay the rent. God laid it
A TRAGEDY—WHAT NEXT
holding the attention of the audience upon the heart of a friend to give
because of her enthusiastic interest him an automobile. Every need, as
Last Fall there were constructed on
in the subject.
the campus two beautiful and unique
it appeared, was supplied.
The Judges decided in favor of the
A new building was being erected bungalow cottages side by side. They
negative, and the Championship ban on the sight "Sam" had picked out are real twins. Professor Blodgett
ner was presented to the Mnanka for his new quarters. God had prom and wife live in the second one of
Club. We feel sure that those who ised it to him and He fulfilled that these. One evening, not long since,
were present on this occasion are now promise. Everyone said Sam's dream as the Professor was returning home
thoroughly convinced of the falsity of was too big, but after a little the with one of the boys he was deeply
the old idea that girls cannot debate. owner offered the place for rent and engaged in conversation about seed
the money was supplied by faith in potatoes. His thoughts evidently con
CONVERTED INFIDEL
God. There they are located today, tinued after he separated from the
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL working for the glory of God. Their boy at the corner. He was still think
ing of "spuds" as he approached the
motto is "Everlastingly at it."
"It is a wonderful thing," he said Westlake residence. Seeing Professor
On March 7, Sam Swain of Akron,
Ohio, was introduced to us in chapel in conclusion, "to be in the will of Westlake inside, he thought he had
God, to say at all times, 'Thy will be company waiting him. Kicking off
by Dr. L. M. Rader.
the rubbers, as usual, he entered the
After further introducing himself done'."
house, greeted the folk in kind hos
as one privileged to be in the will of
A man's tendency to give advice is pitable fashion, shaking hands with
God, Mr. Swain related a portion of
in inverse ratio to his ability to mind each other. Professor Westlake said,
his life previous to his conversion.
"I'll take your cap, Mr. Blodgett."
Having decided to become a physi his own business.
cian, he entered a doctor's office.
"Oh, no," he returned, "I'll care for
Among the doctor's books he found—
Never judge what a man knows by it," and with this he started to the
Ingersol, Paine, Voltaire and several his knowing look.
dining room—well, he paused; exit
others, which he read. They took such
Professor Blodgett.
There are times when a very little
a grip upon him that now, at times,
great chasms of doubt envelope him— is more than enough.
Fault finders are never out of a job.
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If I Had A Million Dollars
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of industry, economy and the spirit
of self-sacrifice, patriotism and Bible
Christianity, it is high time that the
rising generation become a bit more
sensible and serious. They must be
impressed that there are some things
in this world higher than mere fun;
there is something better to seek
than pastime and excitement; there is
useful knowledge to be acquired,
work to be done, a living to be made,
money to be earned, saved and invested; a home to be cultivated and
intelligent,
well-poised,
cheerful
character, capable of serious reflec
t'on an<i sober action to be developed,
^ is high time for the pulpit, the
religious press and that part of the
secular press that is capable of serious thinking, to raise a protest
against the craze of entertainment
and ^un that is sweeping the raising
generation into the rapids of reckless
and thoughtless living

I orsae had fifteen Million Dollars vinen our colleges are being consumed
in my hand, but it was only for a few by unbelief and rationalism,
minutes! It was in the Sub-treasury,
Tajlor University refuses to lower
New York. A good friend took me jts f[ag to anything or for anything
down to the vault where I saw jbal compromises the faith once demoney, money, money Oh, it is a livered to the saints.
sight, the piles of gold and silver and
I have met Preachers, Evangelists,
bank notes there!
Missionaries on both sides of the
tsell it set me to thinking, and I world who have come from Taylor
have often thought what I would do University and every time they bear
if I had a million dollars. Well, one the stamp of the true teachings and
thing I would NOT do, I would not evangelistic training they got at Tay.give a dollar of it to a school, be it lor University.
university, College, or Theological
Candidly let me say that in these
Seminary that was engaged in any times 1 do not know any place that
shape or form in destroying the faith will yield better results for the money
of our fathers, discounting the blessed invested for God than at Taylor Uniold Bible, and spreading unbelief, ra- versity, because here is in training a
—H. C. Morrison.
tionalism and higher criticism. I band of young men) and women whose
would give a good slice of my million hearts God hath touched, who are go
HENDERSON PELLETS
dollars to Taylor University.
ing' out to bless the church, and the
I heard the other day of one of the whole round world with pentecostal
The word fellowship means, two
Theological Seminaries where one of evengelism and a soul-saving min- fellows in a ship.
I wouldn't pay taxes on a religion
the young preachers said, "Well, Pro- rstry.
A Friend of Taylor University, that makes me feel sad. I am out
fessor R
has destroyed my faith
to have a good time.
in the Old Testament and Professor
You can get the grace of God so
S
has destroyed my faith in the
THE AMUSEMENT CRAZE
that your ears will shake hands to
New Testament, so what am I to do ?"
gether
So it goes, and I fear too much of
, ™ . ,.
.
.,
One of the distressing features of
If -you will do what -you ought
to do
good Christian money is going into
j„
• ... ,.
.
-C1Vlhzatl0n 18 the con_ next, your sin problem will take care
schools which are doing more to de- finual a ]
strov the faith than to save it and
increasing craze for enter- 0f itself.
TOO LITTLE CONSECRATED tainment* Wlth countless multitudes
If you have fellowship in the perour ^oun^ People the home seems pendicular why not in the horizontal.
MONEY GOES TO SCHOOLS LIKE
a^
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY. I cannot
^iave
attraction. It is
I propose to be a brother to everycomprehend why it is that people who mere,y a place to sleep> chan8'e cloth- body in God's family"
love the old Bible, the old-time re- ing and flee from- The streets are i( U 1S a tremendous thing to say,
ligion, and who stand for the old filled with reckless throngs hastening "l have no condemnation."
B1'"dl"«' ^ndl"S' and ending is
paths do not put more of their God- in purSuit of entertainment. Theaters,
given money into a school of the type ^ows, dance halls, pleasure parks,
out of hif hfe
of Taylor University.
and all places of amusement are
It is still true that man may lose
1. Taylor Uniersity is a monu- Packed with crowds who wildly cheer
God out of his life and not know it.
ment to Bishop Taylor, one of the the most daring, suggestive and inIt is possible to cover your heart
most apostolic missionaries of Meth- decent exhibitions of human depravity ]oss by outward righteousness
T:
4.1... „43?4,.:„1
411
-4.
*
odism.
that the officials will permit .
Sin blinds its victims before it
2. Taylor Jniversity is the school
But worst of all, in many instances destroys.
whence that Saint in Black, Sammy preachers and churches increase and
God is always bringing us to the
Morris, passed through on his way encourage the frenzy and would make Partmg °f the ways to see if we still
to Heaven.
the church a place of entertainment want him.
You can get so intoxicated with
3. Taylor University stands for instead of a place of religious instrucinnocent
fun that you wil1 not <*re to
"Holiness Unto the Lord," for the tion, soul rest and prayer; instead of
whole Bible, for a free and full salva- a place of Gospel truth and spiritual P y any m°re'
tion, for an Evangelistic Gospel, for power, combating the fearful influ^ny religion can be measured by
the old-time religion, and the old- ences of worldliness, pleasure-seeking how close it brings God and man totime revival.
and sin. If the young people of this ke^her.
Since Pentecost, God is not trying
4. Taylor University lias stood for generation are to become fathers and
one quarter of a century as a bul- mothers, build homes, rear families to raise the standard; he is trying to
wark for orthodoxy, and stands today and inculcate into their offspring high raise me.
as a light upon a hill in these days moral ideas and the practical lessons
Sin makes us unnatural.
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denied the benediction of what they
taught. If S .C. Dickey had never
ING OPPORTUNITIES
preached a sermon—and he preached
TO OTHER PEOPLE often and powerfully—his would still
have been one of the world's most
telling ministries because of the ser
Fitter epitaph may be inscribed on mons he enabled other apostles of
the tomb of Solomon C. Dickey, but Christ to preach.
no man could covet a worthier one.
It is the whole truth about this
richly fruitful life. Endowed himself
SCHOOL OF TAPESTRY
for notable success as a preacher, his
was the supreme sacrifice that few
AT VATICAN
preachers as able as we have been
willing to make—remaining silent
During his lifetime the late Pope
himself, he assembled vast and influencial audiences to hear other Benedict derived much pleasure from
preachers. One of the ablest and the School of Tapestry which he had
most attractive of lecturers, he chose caused to be established among the
instead of the applause and emolu workers who spend their lives in dec
ments of the multitude to build plat orating and repairing the immense
forms for many other lectures and palace of the Vatican.
The school is now in full working
their messages to vaster throngs. An
evangelist who might have had the joy order and producing beautiful painted
of thousands saved under his own copies of the tapestry pictures. It is
appeals he erected tabernacles in housed in some of the rooms of the
which others—processions of other old papal mint, off the vacation gar
evangelists, might lead to Christ tens dens, and, after his afternoon walk,
of thousands. An educator by train the Pope sometimes looked in to see
ing and taste, he might have been the how the work was progressing and
head of some great theological schoo,, to order fresh subjects.
The school has just completed a
or other institution
religious
copy
of Crivelli's Madonna, in the
training—he chose rather to provide
a place and a privilege for the mast Vatican Picture Gallery, which it has
ers of the Books in all the world to taken fourteen months to produce, and
reach and prepare the leaders of the the pontiff ordered a reproduction of
Western Hemisphere in wielding the the upper part of Raphael's marvelous
sword of the Spirit. Concerned to "Disputa" which will measure 12
seek and save the pitifully lost, the square yards, and will require seven
men in our cities who were down and or eight years to complete.
The Vatican contains the most glor
nearly out, he could have won renown
ious
tapestries in the world, many of
as a "mission man"—he provided in
stead a place of assembly for the them almost unknown to the general
erstwhile isolated workers in this public. There are the famous Raphael
field of heroic Christian endeavor and tapestries in the Stanze; the 15th cen
from their councils, by him made pos tury tapestries of the Borgia apart
sible, these leaders went back re ment; the incomparable Farnese tap
freshed and better informed to multi estries and those given by Louis XIV
ply their own usefulness in the hard of France to the Pope of his day.
HE BECAME GREAT BY GIV

places to which they had been called
in the Kingdom.
If the value of a man's life is to
be estimated, not by what he does,
but by what he enables others to do,
the mathematicians will find the
worth of this man to his times be
yond the short reach of their earthbound figures. His welcome voice
reached throngs, but the platforms
he erected multiplied by thousands
his appealing testimony and his
prophetic utterances. But for him
some of the greatest preachers and
teachers of two continents would have
had an inadequate hearing; and had
he not brought them to our very
doors, the rest of us would have been

A DANDY WHO COULD FIGHT

form—red leather boots, a tunic of
cloth of gold, a sword belt blazing
with diamonds and a great busby—
a high cylindrical fur cap—decked out
with costly plumes. Napoleon quite
lost his temper when he saw that
costume and testily exclaimed to his
general, "Go and put on your proper
uniform; you look like a clown!"
But the emperor was not misled by
Murat's love of finery,
for it is re
corded that he once said of him, "You
may smile at my dandified marshal,
but you will notice that when columns
are shot down in battle Murat's gaudy
plume will be dancing before his
soldiers in the hottest of the fight.
You must let a hero have one folly,
gentlemen."
A FEW WORDS FROM CROZIER
A letter was received by our
Alumni Editor from Wilmot F.
Crozier a former student of Taylor
University. Mr. Crozier was at one
time the Government Superintendent
of Schools in the Philippines. He is
now a state representative of Ne
braska. He writes from Portland,
Ore., as follows:
"Your appealing little plea for a
line or two for publication, chased me
half way across the continent and
part way back. Here at Portland it
caught up with me and a flood of
old-time memories compels me to
yield to your invitation.
"I hae often lived over the old days
at T. U. and among the outstanding
memories none are more vivid or
more pleasant than the recollection of
Taylor's two noteworthy Literary Socieites. In recent years I have met
many an old "Thalo" or "Philo" and
they are loyal rivals still.
"Many a time in the Legislative
Halls of my native state, I have felt
the same thrill in argument, that I
have experienced in our Ir.ter-Society
Debates.
"I take this opportunity of express
ing my appreciation of the work Old
Taylor is doing, and of voicing the
conviction that coming years will see
her influence widen."
—o
The best grace you can get is going
to bring on the biggest battle you have
ever had.

Murat was the dandy among Napol
eon's marshals. One Paris tailor, says
the Argonaut, declared that in some
years he had made for Murat as much
as a hundred thousand francs' worth
of suits, overcoats and uniforms.
Murat liked to invent new and fan
tastic uniforms; he strutted about in
a suit of sky-blue overalls covered all
over with gold spangles; and he dec
I believe in the gospel because it
orated his busby with aigrettes.
cost blood and it still takes blood.
On the occasion of his triumphant
entry into Warsaw, when he supposed
If yon are going to heaven you will
that he was to be made king of find the whole world arrayed against
Poland, he wore an impossible uni you.
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"Help!" he shouted.
me alive."

BOBBIE'S ST. PATRICK

home?
now."

There are no weeds to cut

"It'll swallow

"No it won't," said a voice. Bobbie
looked up and saw the queerest old
man that he had ever seen. He car
ried a cane, and had a long white
beard.
"You must be St. Patrick," said
Bobbie. "I am so glad you have
come."
"Yes," he said. "Don't be fright
ened. I am just driving the snakes
from Ireland."
Then Bobbie saw snakes by the mil
lions, all squirming along in front of
the old man. The ground was green
with them. Large frogs were hopping
along like rabbits.
It was so comical to see the snakes
crawling and the frogs hopping that
Bobbie laughed. Everything disap
peared at once, and he found himself
alone in his own bed.
"It must have been a dream," he
said. "But I wish it had been real,
then I could tell Archie more about
St. Patrick than he knows himself."

"I think that must be Rip Van
"Bobbie," said Archie, one evening Winkle," said Archie.
"But where's his gun?"
as they were coming from school, "Do
you know what day tomorrow is?"
"Oh, it rusted all to pieces while
"Huh! I guess it's just like any he was asleep," said Archie, who was
becoming very much disgusted with
other day, isn't it?
"Well, I should say not. It's St. Bobbie's inquiries. He was glad when
Patrick's Day, and mamma said I he arrived home, and as he went up
could wear a green tie. Say I'll bet the steps he shouted to Bobbie, "Just
wait till you see my green tie. Say,
it's pretty."
it's a swell one. You'll wish you had
"Who is St. Patrick ? I never heard
one too."
of him before, and why are you going
When Bobbie arrived home, he said
to wear green ?"
to his mother, "Mamma, who is St.
"Oh, he's an old man with long
—WESLEY DRAPER.
Patrick? Archie said he was an old
white whiskers. He carries a stick
man with a long white beard."
in one hand, and has a sickle over
"I have not time to tell you to ST. PATRICK, THE
his shoulder. He looks just like
night, but I'll tell about him tomor
Father Time."
APOSTLE OF IRELAND
row," said his mother.
"But why are you going to wear
"But, Mamma, can't I have a green
green?" asked Bobbie, becoming very
Few people know the history of this
tie to wear tomorrow, just like
much interested.
apostle and patron saint of Ireland.
Archie's?"
"Oh," said Archie, "He's a great
Some even think he is only a mythical
"I'll see. It is time you were going or legendary character.
man. He drove all the snakes and
frog's out of Ireland. They all jumped to bed."
The exact time of his birth is not
Bobbie went to bed that night, but known; it has been placed at different
into the ocean, and were all drowned,
every one. Folks wear green, because his curiosity was by no means satis- dates between 373 and 389. Likewise
the snakes and frogs were green, and fled, and it was a long time before he the date of his death is uncertain, but
tomorrow is the day they were fell asleep. He was thinking about it is thought to have occurred some
drowned—only it was several years a stooped old man with a cane.
time between 461 and 493. Again the
After a while he seemed to be in a exact place of his birth is also indefin
ago."
"I never heard anything about him wood all by himself. It was a beau ite. He appears to have been brought
tiful place. Flowers were blooming up a Christian. His father was a
before," said Bobbie.
and the birds were singing. There man of influence, a decurior, or mem
"We had better hurry home," said
were only a few weeds and shrubs. ber of municipal council, and appar
Archie, who was tired of answering
Squirrels were hurrying uj) the trees ently a friend of the Romans. His
Bobbie's questions. "It will be time
and over the fallen logs. They ap grandfather was a presbyter.
to go to bed before we get there."
peared to be so tame, that he tried
When sixteen years of age the lad
They had not gone very far when to catch one, but it ran in front of
was taken prisoner by the Irish who
they met an old man. His beard was him just out of reach.
raided western Britain, and was car
long and gray, and his hair was
Suddenly everything became still. ried off into slavery into Ireland. At
white; it was long, too, for it hung
The squirrels scampered up the high the end of six years he escaped (prob
below his ears. In one hand he car
est trees, the birds stopped singing, ably to western France). After many
ried a cane, which tapped on the side
and even the wind ceased to blow. hardships, he found refuge in the
walk as he shambled slowly along.
"I wish I was home where Mamma Monastery of Lerins, on an island off
His clothes were well worn, but he
is," thought Bobbie. "I feel like the west coast of Provence, where he
had a cheerful look, and greeted the
something is going to happen."
remained some years, and then re
boys with a smile.
He heard a rustling sound, and turned home to Britain. About that
"Say," whispered Bobbie, when he
saw the bushes and weeds shaking. time he claimed to have a vision of
had passed, "Is that St. Patrick?"
"What could be coming?" he thought. himself going as a victorious apostle
"No," replied Archie, "He has no Then a snake as large as a log ap of Christianity to the Irish. He con
sickle over his shoulder."
peared before him. It opened its sidered the vision a call and at once
began to study and prepare for his
"But couldn't he leave his sickle mouth and hissed at him.
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We had a gracious revival and folks
prayed through to God at our altar,
fifty-three altogether.
. Rev. Harley J. Moore, pastor of the
Yours in the Master's service,
t is probable that the Christian
g Church at Camden, Ohio, has
D. A. Bloomster."
communities of Ireland were, at that j t closed a three weeks revival ef_
time, confined to the south and west. krt_
Forty-two united with the
,ev. M. C. Foltz is pastor of the
His task was to minister to and hold^hurch as a result Rev. Moore w,
these together and gain the good will hjt.
pVfm!rp]jsf- The church has Flrst M- E- Church at Mt- Vernon, III,
of the local rulers, or as they styled been greatly revived.
5^-is havinS splendid success,
themselves, kings. He entered upon
_
„ , t
Rev. F. G. Hilbers is pastor of the
his work with great enthusiasm. ./ U
azmr, a gra ua e o
ay 01 R-d(jer gburcb ab Kidder, Missouri.
, ,
j? t • i
IT
J •
is teaching school m the Council Blufi
TKnowledge of Irish and Latin was a/^. , n. , * . T
, ,,
,
i i H i g h S c h o o l ,i n I o w a ,
valuable asset, as was also his ex"There isn't a son of God living
perience of six years in slavery. He yMrs- Boozier is living at Carter,
,
,\JWnntflnn
Shp
Artip anywhere
on the_ earth
who can live
I>lonT;anawas a man of. strong
will power andV
^ne was fnrmprlv
lormeny Artie
.
...
content in sin. It can't be done. If
considerable executive ability. He Killion.
a person is living content in sin he
must have been much of a diplomat
JJon Cooke is attending school in
needs to be born again."
to have achieved such success in the^-Atlanta, Georgia.
midst of warring factions at a period
Maybelle Waymire graduated in
when the power of druidism was very May from a Nurses' Training course
CHRONICLE
strong.
Yy/which she has been pursuing in Cin(Druidism is the system of religion, cinnati for the past three years.
Feb. 24.—The Thalos give a very
philosophy, and instruction, received
Announcement has been received of interesting "Colonial" program this
and taught by the druids. The fact the marriage of Vera Pierce to Mr. evening in honor of George Washthat the mistletoe was held sacred Franklin Pearce on Thursday, Feb. ington.
has led to the belief that it was ori§^9J^22. The wedding took place at her
Feb. 25—Big day! Mnankas and
inally a form of tree worship. Trans- home in Fairmount, Indiana. Mr. and Soangetaha's debate on the question,
migration was taught and human sac- Mrs. Pearce will live at Kenton, Ohio. "Resolved: That India should have
rifice was practiced on a vast scale )_ Her many friends wish her much hap- Home Rule." The Mnankas win the
He truly did a great work. Al- piness.
championship banner.
Rah! Rah!
though at the end of his labor, Ireland
John Bugher is attending school at Mnankas.
Feb- 26.—-"The snow began in the
was still more pagan than Catholic, he /Ann Arbor, Mich. He is taking a
gloaming and was busily all the
had dealt a death blow to the religion medical course.
of the druids, which was shortly to
The following is a letter from Mrs. night." R. Miller, a guest for break
disappear. He was a man of tireless £
Harper, who was formerly Prof, fast. Something is up!
Feb. 27.—Snow enough for snow
action and enthusiasm in his work. Laura Scott, English professor at
He is said to have founded three hun- Taylor. She is now living at Okla- balls. Rev. Eicher gives his second
lecture on India this evening.
dred and sixty churches, baptized homa City, Oklahoma,
Feb. 28.—Did you ever—T. U. boys
twelve thousand people, with his own
«To all the Tayjorites of 1910-1913,
hands, and ordained a great many greetings. I'm not an Alumna of Tay- come to lunch in their dress suits!
priests.
lor> but Fve wished I were, then I'd The Domestic Science class have their
new work. He was ordained bishop
and sent with two other missionaries
to Ireland.

He has left two important documents, "Confessions," a sort of an
autobiography .written in later life,
and "Letter to Coroticus," the British
king of Strathclyde.
He strongly influenced the Irish
mind, and Celtic imagination has surrounded him with picturesque legends,
He banished the snakes and toads
from Ireland; he performed the most
astounding miracles in his contests
with the druidical priests; he con
founded his enemies by bringing down
darkness upon them and he did other
equally wonderful things—according
to tradition, His name is connected
with scores of localities throughout

ALUMNI NEWS

have a right to be counted among
those young folks I learned to know
I often think
and love while there.
0f many of you and wonder where you
are and what you are doing. For myself, I'm just as busy as I can be taking care of my doctor husband and my
three little boys, Kenneth, age 7, Er4, and Leonard, age 8
nest, age
months. They are fine healthy boys
I praise
and j thank God for them.
the Lord for victory and for the way
He has kept me these years, I love
Him more than ever before and I
mean to go through with Him at any
cost.
Mrs. C. W. Harper.
(Nee Laura B. Scott)

Ireland, and generally there is some
local story connected therewith. At
his death the glory was so great there
An abstract from a letter from Rev.
was no night for twelve days.
A. Bloomster, M. E. pastor at Lan—MRS. FIDDLER. J caster, Missouri:
,
w® are getting along nicely in our
—
The habit of being kind is a fashion church, work. Our membership has
of the kingdom of heaven.—Firelight, increased 55% in eighteen months,

p.

sal® in basement of Swallow
eie
are
certainly some
C<'° s amonS them
boys.
March 1.—We are looking forward
to see March go out like a lamb.
Professor Glasier' gives a fine chapel
talk on "Making Roads."
°

ln"

March 2.—Spring must be coming
stray crows around,
March 3.—S. P.'s to town tonight!

fm' we see a few

March 4.—If anyone wants to go to
Marion with "good" company, please
see Martin Davis. Beefsteak for din
nerMarch 5.—Rev. Eicher gives a lec
ture on India at the M. E. Church and
Prof. Pogue gives S. P.'s.
March 6.—The weather man hardly
knows whether to give us winter or
spring. It seems good to see Prof
Westlake back aeain
.. ,
March 7.—May is with us once
more, not May weather, but May Rector. However, she is as welcome as
the former.
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THE BEST LIFE

were barbarous and semi-civilized,
But the blood of romance and freedom
He lives the best who never doth flowed through their veins. They ofcomplain,
fered little less than friendship to the
Whether the passing days be filled invaders until they saw that they had
with sun or rain;
come for no good purpose.
Who sows his deeds of love, and
Two things stood out prominent in
patient, lives,
the purpose of the Spaniard: first, to
Expecting not again the things he find gold, and second, to spread his
gives;
religion. He was successful in both
Who buries deep the Past—-its pain, enterprises. He carried out his moits tears—
tives with measures that Were worse
Who bravely meets his Now, untram- than death—more terrible than any
meled by fears
disease and blacker than hell.
Who lets his light so shine, e'en in
They made slaves of the natives,
the night,
stole their property, deceived them
That wonderers distressed may see like thieves, slaughtered them like
the light;
rats, forced evil practices upon them,
Who patiently toils on, though feet robbed the virtue of their womanhood
be sore;
and worse than any of these, they
Whose home stands by the road with forced damnable Roman Catholicism
open door;
upon them while they were too weak
Who smiles though down he sits to and ignorant to reject it.
feast of crustIt is painful to read the history of
His faith in man sincere in God his Latin America while under the Spantrust.
Ish yoke. It extended from 1500 to
—Adelbert F. Caldwell.
1800 A. D. During this time, Protest—
ant missions made no attempt whatTHE CLAIMS OF LATIN AMERICA ever in this country. The Spaniards
were so fearful that other nations
"The Latin American was extremely would hinder them in their enterprises
devout as a Pagan; he is devout as a that they prohibited immigration as
Roman Catholic; he will be, and in much as possible. The only missionmany cases already is, equally as de- aries the Latin American had during
vout as a Protestant, evangelical this period were Catholics and Friars.
Christian."
Thank God, a new morning dawned
Many students are making decisions and the sun of freedom lighted this
regarding life problems and I wish at apparently God-forsaken land. In
this critical period to lay before you 1800, the last country, Peru, gained
the claims of Latin America. No its independence and made its own
country in the world presents such constitution. This was only political
claims to the leaders of tomorrow as freedom—emancipation from Spanish
do the neighbors South of the Rio tyranny. The next task was religious
Grande. This statement is borne out freedom! It was equally as important
by such men as Robert E. Speer, John as the first accomplishment. It meant
R. Mott, and Bishop Neeley.
to face an intolerant Roman church
Dear student, if you have not yet which had immense political power,
found your place, read this and vol- They succeeded in repealing the laws
unteer your services to God for this which prohibited the freedom of worfield. He may not send you but you ship but in the strictest sense, we
should be willing to go.
cannot say today that Latin America
The history of Latin America has religious freedom.
reaches back into a dim and unknown
To a certain degree, the way was
past. After its discovery by Colum- opened for missions. It was a big
bus, the Spanish and Portugese came job and looked hopeless. Henry Mar over and found native races which tin, on his way to India, stopped and
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surveyed the field.
As he faced the
darkness he exclaimed:
"O'er the gloomy hills of darkness
Look, my soul, be still and gaze."
After the independence of Latin
America, President Monroe in his
famous "Monroe Doctrine" virtually
"sa"' ^bat the entire world should keep
bands
the Western Hemisphere.
P°es it not look reasonable that the
EnSlish missionaries would follow
their own flag into the Oiient? Thus
the United States was the only salvation for South America. We became
the big brother of seventy-five millions of Pe°Ple to the South of us who
were entirely dependent upon us for
true Christianity. Over one hundred
years have passed and we might well
UP ^nt° the face of the Master
today like Cain did and with a guilty
conscience say: "Am I my brother's
keeper?
Beginning about 1823 some efforts
were made by Dutch and Moravian
missionaries, but then were supPressed by the Catholic church which
set herself aSainst the movement of
freedom and progress.
The 1911 World Atlas summarizes
as f°bows:
The number of mission
stations in tbe whole of South America' 76; Number of missionaries, 742."
*912, Robert E. Speer made the
f°d°wing statement. In Chili there
>s not a resident foreign missionary
™ the dve f°R°wing provinces, O Higg'ns> Calahagua, Curico, Talca and
LairllesIn Peru there are only 50
missionaries, including wives, children
al^d teachers, for a
population of
3,500,000 people.
In 1916 there were approximately
321 "Ordained" missionaries in the
whole of South America. This meant
more than 150,000 people for every
ordained missionary,
Since the opening of the Panama
canal, the commercial world has
turned its gaze toward Latin America,
This is increasingly so since the recent
war. Brother, let me ask this one
question: Should we not be just as
anxious and willing to give her the
gospel and point her to Jesus Christ
as to invade her commercial re-
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sources 1"
In the past three or four years, a
few students have realized these facts.
God has spoken to them and they are
now preparing to go to Latin America.
Five or six have gone from our school.
Others are going to follow. Would
you like to be among that number?
Truly, the harvest is ripe, but the lab
orers are few; pray ye therefore the
Lord of the harvest that He may send
forth laborers into His harvest.
—Fred D. Wilde.

tians. On the evening of his arrival
I asked, "Do you think people will
come?" Mr. Coates answered that he
did not know, but was leaving that in
the hands of the Lord. We were
filled with wonder when we saw the
hall crowded every night for five
nights. The people gave close atten
tion to Mr. Jones' presentation of
Christ.
Mr. Chas. Scharer is home on fur
lough and perhaps you have seen him
by this time. He is a fine missionary
and we miss him very much.
Sincerely,
MRS. OLIVE COATES.

Belgaum, India,
Nov. 16, 1921.
Dear Friends:
India is passing through difficult
times, and there is need of much wis
dom in political, educational and re
ligious matters. While these things
are true, we all feel that India is
being awakened religiously.
We were touched last Saturday
when one of our Christians, who, by
the way, has-been appointed judge in
a near-by town, sent word that a lowcaste Christian woman in his village
was very ill, and he wanted Mr.
Coates to send out medicine. Not
knowing what medicine to send he
took the assistant surgeon of the
Government Hospital out to her home.
The Brahmin doctor crawled into the
mud hut and found that the woman
had pneumonia. He then went around
to see the other sick people. Mr.
Coates wished to pay for his visit,
but the doctor answered, "These peo
ple are too poor to pay." When Mr.
Coates said that he himself would pay,
the doctor answered, "Why should you
pay? You came half way around the
world to care for these people and
they are my own. Then, why should
I charge?" We felt like singing the
doxology. It is not so very long ago
when, in some parts of India, an outcaste had to get off the road if a
Brahmin came along.
A short time ago one of our village
young men was walking along the
road when a Mohammedan came along
and said, "You are an out-caste!"
The boy answered, "Yes, I was an
outcaste, but now I am a Christian."
The Mohammedan said, "We are
going to rise up against the British
Government, and we are going to kill
all of you Christians."
The boy replied, "All right, I am
ready to die. Jesus Christ died for
me, and I am ready to die for Him."
Rev. Stanley Jones held a series of
meetings for the educated non-Chris

LOCALS

R. M. HENLEY
FLORIST
We grow our own flowers
Telephone 175. Hartford City, Ind. f

City Barber Shop
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
TROUT & WEAVER

DR. W. H. ERVIN
DENTIST

Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193
Mr. Young Han Choo gave an ad
Cooley Blk.
Hartford City
dress on Korea at the United Breth
ren Church in Hartford City, Sunday
evening, February 26th.
What's the good of one's life being
"an open book," if the pages are
STAPLE AND FANCY
blank ?
GROCERIES
.i
The local preachers of Muncie dis
Phone 1092
Upland ?
trict attended the district conference
at Avondale M. E, Church at Muncie,
Ind. Those receiving local preachers'
licenses were Miss Zena Walker and
Mr. Murphy.
There is one thing of which Indiana
can boast, "Changeable weather."
Those few nice days we had caused
not only the birds to sing, but some
of the girls to appear in new spring
hats. Jack Frost is here again, girls
—let's put them back in the press.
February seems to be the month of
Marion, Indiana
*
birthdays. Even George Washington 402 Glass Blk.
Phone 384. j
was thoughtful enough to reserve a
Special Inducements to
?
day of this month. Mrs. Faulder
Students.
helped us celebrate by having special
eats, hatchets, n'everything.
Mr. Orville French attended the dis
trict conference of Richmond district
as he has a charge at New Castle.
SEND IT TO
Marion visitors of last week were:
Carolyn Churchill, Mable Landon,
Alice Wesler, Edith and Helen Hall,
and Martin Davis.
Mrs. J. B. Butler visited her son,
Harold Seelig, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester White spent
Sunday, March 5, at Summitville.
Dr. Lyell Rader held a series of
lectures on "Science and the Bible"
last week at Urbana, Indiana, and
Akron, Ohio. The party, which was
:
Watch for the White Truck
I
made up of T. U. folks, included Mr.
\
f
and Mrs. Rader and family, Professor
Westlake, Shigeru Kobayashi, Evelyn
Gurney, and Sprague Willard.
Rev. Eicher left Wednesday for
Pittsburgh, Pa., and later expects to
LOYD OLSON, Agent
make a trip to California.

STROUP BROS.

DENTISTRY

Dr. 0. M. FLINN

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS" j
Laundry
j
Dry CleaningCarpet Cleaning j

j BROWN LAUNDRY|
& Dry Cleaning Co.
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Mrs. Vayhinger spent one day on
the campus after returning from the
East. She is now attending the
Regional Conferences of W. C. T. U.
in the West.
We continue to have a number of
cases of sickness. Miss Zena Walker,
Professor Barnes, Helen Hall, Elsie
French, Mary French, Audrey Faulder, Ora Taylor, Ethel Ellickson,
Mable Landon and Walter Fleagle
comprised the list for last week.
Miss Lara Neff, Mildred Radaker,
Miriam Teed and Alice Adella Smith
were Hartford shoppers last Satur
day.
We are glad to see May Rector in
our midst again, and hope that noth
ing will prevent her continuing to the
close of the year.
Mr. Sam Swain from the Union
Mission of Akron, Ohio, gave a splen
did talk in chapel Tuesday morning.
Dr. Rader accompanied Mr. Swain
to Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vayhinger and
sons, John Monroe and Harold, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Browning and son,
Philip, spent Sunday at the Vay
hinger home.
Harold Slagg accompanied Mr.
Gilbertson to Roll last Sunday.
Mr. John Elliott was the guest of
Mrs. Faulder and Audrey last week.
Mr. Elliott is attending Earlham
College.

—SEE US FIRST—

I
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.
I Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.

WE GIVE A DISCOUNT OF

10

Charles A. Sellers, M, D.
Internal Medicine and X-Ray
Diagnosis.

TO ALL STUDENTS OF TAYLOR \
UNIVERSITY

I

Portable X-Ray for bedside use. ?

Dry Goods, Shoes and Men's Wear|

HE VIEWS WITH ALARM
Once my teeth like pearls were
gleaming and 1 viewed the same with
pride, as I chewed the sirloin steam
ing, with potatoes on the side. Now
my teeth are all departed and no hope
on earth I see, though the dentist
says he's started on a bakelite set for
me. I had colic in Toronto and the
doctor said, said he, "You must see a
dentist, pronto, who will pull out
molars three." I had measles in
Hoboken and the doctor said, "You |
gink, all your symptoms are a token i
that your teeth are on the blink." |
And my whiskers, in Empory, fell and i
fell, and soon were gone, and it was |
the same old story—'twas because no f
teeth were drawn. Passed around by i
stern physicians from one dentist to i
the next, I am filled with vain am- j
bitions and my soul is sore perplexed, f
Now that all my teeth are missing i
i
what resource is there for me, when I
I
some new disease goes hissing i
i
through my shoulder or my knee?
I
i
WALT MASON.

Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford
City, Ind.

f
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T. U. STUDENTS!
Bring this coupon and purchase
$6.00 worth of Gents Furnishings,
pay your car fare for you!

?

i

EYES
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•

For the relief of Headache, |
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MARION, IND.
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MAN PLUS GOD

BIG MAN—LITTLE GOD
Never has man been so highly es
teemed as he is today. World leaders
are looked upon not merely as deserv
ing of the greatest respect and admir
ation, but with a spirit akin to rever
ence and awe. As these men of su
perior intellect, wide experience, and
unusual wisdom—these super-men—
shape the events of the world, the
people eagerly await the latest devel
opments. During the conference of
the League of Nations, these national
leaders strove with great earnestness
and industry to settle the world prob
lems, while the world looked on in
amazement and expectancy. Again
at Washington, men—the greatest
statesmen from all nations—deliber
ated upon points of the utmost im
portance in world affairs. Every
where the cry is for great leaders—
leaders who can move the world of
events and mould the destinies of
mankind.
In this matter, as in many others,
the world does not see things in their
proper relations; the true order is re
versed; and first things are not put
first. Man has become blind to the
real need of the world in which he

lives. He knows that something is
wrong, radically wrong, but in his
search for the cause, his vision being
darkened by sin, he fails to find the
only agency through which a just and
permanent settlement of the trouble
can be met. While the very founda
tions of society are being threatened;
the government of nations is en
dangered; and the world seems on the
brink of moral decay, the people look
to the diplomats as the saviours of
civilization.
There is no question that great
leaders are needed in the world to
day, but where are these men to lead
the world, and what is to be the source
of their power and influence ? In the
Paris conference not a head was
bowed in public prayer to God in
whom is all wisdom, to the One who
formed the earth, created man, and
instituted government. Yes, man,
mere man, has tried to cure the sores'
of the nations without going to the
Great Physician who alone can effect
a remedy. How dare man in his
egotism expect to successfully govern
his fellow creatures without going to
the Creator? Finite man is trying
to solve the most momentous prob
lems without even acknowledging the
existence of an infinite being. Is it

"The voice of the majority is not
always the voice of God. One man
and God has often changed the
course of history and the map of
empires.
John Wesley said,
'The best of all is, God is with us.'
He could say that because he knew
that he was with God. And Lincoln,
was it not he who said, 'I am not con
cerned whether God is on our side,
but I am concerned whether we are
on God's side?' When man forms
partnership with God, he is on the
side of the winning party."—Sel.
THE GUARANTEED LIFE
The word "success" appears but
once in the Bible: "This book of the
law shall not depart out of thy mouth;
but thou shalt meditate therein day
and night that thou mayest observe
to do according to all that is written
therein; for then thou shalt make
thy way prosperous, and then thou
shalt have good success." Josh. 1:8.
DEFINITIONS
Someone told us the other day that
an OPTIMIST was a person who did
not care what happened so long as it
did not happen to him. That hardly
equals the definition of a PESSIMIST
which a youth brought back from col
lege—"a man who wears both belt
and suspenders and keeps his hands
in his trousers pocket."
We do not aim to rank in a class
with "HIGHBROWS," so it left us
cold to discover that a "highbrow was
a person who is educated beyond his
intellect."
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IP WE UNDERSTOOD
Could we but draw back the curtains
'That surround each other's lives,
See the naked heart and spirit,
Know what spur the action gives,
Often we should find it better
Purer than we judge we should.
We should love each other better
If we only understood.
Could we judge all deeds by motives,
See the good and had within,
Often we should love the sinner
All the while we loathe the sin;
Could we know the powers that work
ing
'To o'ertlirow integrity,
We should judge each other's errors
With more patient charity.
If we knew the cares and trials,
Knew the effort all in vain,
And the bitter disappointment,
Understood the loss and gain,
Would the grim, eternal roughness
Seem, I wonder, just the same?
:•
Should we help where how we hinder \
Should wre pity where we blame?
Oh! we judge each other harshly,
Knowing' not life's hidden force,
Knowing not the fount of action
Is less turbid at its source;
Seeing not amid the evil
All the golden grains of good,
Oh! we'd love each other better
If we only understood.
Selected
SHOWING HIS GRATITUDE
A business man was sitting in his
office when a negro called to see
him . He recognized the man for oc
casionally he sat at one of his tables
in the restaurant. The waiter ex
plained that he was seeking another
situation, and begged the business
man to give him a character as an
honest man and a good waiter.
"Of course I'll give you the char
acter," said the business man.
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"Thank yo' sah, thank yo," said
the delighted fellow. "An' if yo' care
to sit at mail table fer lunch today
I'll fix the bill to yo' liking.'"
—Tid-Bits, London.
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Naturally a pull will get a man to
the top quicker than a push.
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A man who loses his head easily
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§
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KEEVER'S CAFE

FOR HOT LUNCHES AND
SHORT ORDERS
Oysters in Season.
D. R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind.

News From Sweden
The older students on the campus
will no doubt remember W. K. Wil
liams. Williams is one of the men of
which Taylor University is proud,
for after leaving- Taylor he won many
honors in other educational cirsles.
His latest triumph was the winning
of a scholarship to one of the
Swedish universities where he is con
tinuing his study of forestry. In the
following letter he tells of some of
the experiences which he has-had:
Dear Pugh:
Last June when I was at Taylor
you asked me if I would drop you a
letter after I arrived in Sweden, and
rather thoughtfully I said I would. I
have put it off till now and altho at
present I am laboring under serious
difficulties with two sprained thumbs,
I will not delay it longer. Yesterday
while attempting to ski down a good
sized hill, I took an awful spill and
in this wild seramble I sprained my
right thumb. Today, I thought I
would master that hill and in my
poor weak way, I repeated the actions
of yesterday, this time spraining my
left thumb.
I am slightly puzzled in determin
ing just what I should write. I be
lieve, however, you will be satisfied
if I give you a few general state
ments about my work and a brief
description of Christmas morning in
Sweden.
I came to Sweden to study forestry
and lumbering. Under the first sub
ject, Forestry—I am devoting most
of my time to Silvi culture. Under
the latter subject, I am studying
logging. My work up to this time
has been largely of a theoretical na
ture; from now on I will be engaged
in tours which will take me over the
greater part of Sweden during which
time I will visit private and govern
ment forests, saw mills and logging
operations.
Christinas in Sweden was very
pleasant. I will not tell you all
about it because it is really to much
to write. Only one thing will I men
tion that being the early morning ser
vice held in all the churches on
Christmas morning at 6 o'clock. In
order to get a seat in the church for
this service, one has to be there a
little after 5 a. m. Conditions in

I

I
=

i

Stockholm are such that tickets are
often issued and given out for this
4
DR. H. N. TURNEY
service, so you need not go unless you I
DENTIST
have your admittance in your hand. I Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana,
Upon arising early Christmas morning f
X-Ray Equipment
one hears voices and sleigh bells on
4 508 Marion National Bank Bldg.
the outside. I pulled back the curtain
to get a glimpse of what was happen
ing out there, and much to my sur
prise I saw many people both walk
ing and riding in sleighs, going to
church. In their hands they held
£
Is the Key to Perfect Health £
pine-knot torches, lighting their path
I Affections of the Eyes, Throat,|
way as they went. Indeed it was a |Lungs, Nose, Heart, Stomach, ?
very impressive to see all this, so I Liver, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder,|
early in the morning. As one walked ? Kidneys and Reproductive Organs j
? quickly yield to scientific G'hiru-1
down the road thru the fluttering
4 practic adjustments.
snow and upon seeing the lighted
candles in the windows and upon
Doctor of Chiropractic
?
hearing the sleigh bells and seeing tne |
f
Phone
1121
Over
Post
Office
j
torches of the occupants as they came
Upland, Indiana
|
over yonder hills, the real spirit of I
the Christmas season seems to come
over one and indeed a fellow actually
wants to hurry along and get to tre
church where he can bow his head
and be in a sweet communion with his
God. The church is now full and
within twenty minutes the service
will begin. As the • people wait for
the beginning there is a peaceful
calm in the atmosphere and only the
occasional low murmur of a whisper
•
passed from one to another can be ! The first Hardware Store on |
|
your way down town.
heard. As one sits and sits and 4
Student Patronage Solicited. |
thinks, his thoughts are interrupted ! Upland ... . Indiana i
by the loud clear sound of the church
bell, which in this early peaceful
hour of the morning is proclaiming to
the world, the Christ Child is born.
The bell subsides shortly as suddenly
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
as it began, and now the preacher
Upland ... - Indiana
enters followed by the choir. Softly,
smoothly the large pipe organ begins
with its tender strains of beautiful
music; now the voice of the choir is
heard in company and as one sits
and thinks and thinks, he is carried
away with these sweet melodious | EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT I
strains to the heavens where he |Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.|
Hartford City, Ind.
greets his Heavenly Father. Present
ly the scripture of the birth of the
Christ Child is read and earnest
prayer ensues. Hymns are sung and
DR. ALLEN B. CAINE I
more music by the choir is rendered.
Osteopathic Physician
|
A final prayer is offered by the min
; Office Hours—9-12 .a. m., 2-g p. m |
ister and all people present feel
- Telephone 72
Marion, Indiana ?
blessed and -sppy. Yes, the person
i Sixth Floor Marion Nat, Bk Bids 4
whom they had come to worship is

]
•

CHIROPRACTIC

j
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j JAMES THOMPSON, j

i SERVICE HDW. CO. I

BEN BRADFORD

I W . A. H O L L I S , M. D. I
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there; Jesus Christ the Great Eman
cipator is in their very lives and He
has on this early Christmas morning
just given them a mere sup of the
pleasures which we all hope to enjoy
thruout eternity. As the people
quietly left the church you could see
the true spirit of Christmas beaming
on their faces. Expressions of "God
Yul" or Trevlig Yul" were on the lips
of all as they departed thru flutter
ing snow flakes, homeward bound.
In closing I wish Taylor University
a most successful New Year. Please
convey my greetings to all whom I
know.
Your friend,
W. K .WILLIAMS, Jr.
THE HEAVENLY AEROPLANE
Some of these nights about 12 o'clock
This old world will reek and rock;
Sinners going to tremble and cry for
pain,
For the Lord is coming in His Heav
enly Aeroplane.
Ho, ye thirsty, of every tribe,
Get your tickets for an aeroplane ride.
Jesus our Saviour is coming to reign
And take us up to glory in His Heav
enly Aeroplane.
Talk about your joy rides in your
automobiles;
Talk about your fast rides on motor
wheels;
But we'll break the records as we
upward fly,
In our aeroplane ride through the sky.
There'll be no punctures or muddy
roads;
No broken axles from overloads;
No spark plugs to trouble or cause
delay,
As we soar in the rapture of the milky
way.
You'll have to get ready if you take
this ride,
Quit your sinning and humble your
pride;
You must purchase a light both bright
and clean,
And a vessel of oil to run the machine.
When our journey is over and we all
sit down
At the marriage supper with our harp
and crown,
We'll blend our voices with the heav
enly throng,
And praise our Saviour as the years
roll on.
—A Student.
Our conscience never hurts us for
saying kind things, but it does often
hurt us for not saying them.
—The Girl's Friend.

,0..0..0..0..0.

0..0..0..0..0,.,

Columbia
Shirts

Hart, Schatfnei
& Marx Clothes

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS & SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALFANT
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Knox Hats
Stetson Hats

Special discount given to
Taylor University students.

Nunn & Bush
Shoes

Clothcraft Serges
must wear to your
satisfaction
The
Written
Guarantee
Says So

GAS CITY

UPLAND
THE CLOTHCRAFT STORE

KELLEY'-B
Second and Washington Streets
Marion, Ind.

One of the Largest
Home-Furnishing Houses
In the State
Dependable Furniture—Floor Coverings
and a Complete Drapery Service

?
f
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I GARDEN PLANTS
f

THE HOLINESS LEAGUE
Mrs. H. P. Thontas, the -woman
preacher, gave the message to the
Holiness League last Friday evening.
She used as a basis for her message,
a portion of scripture taken from the
Sermon on the Mount, Matt. 6:28,
"Consider the lily."
Mrs. Thomas laid stress on the
growth of the lily rather than its
beauty. She mentioned two methods
of growth: first, spontaneous; second,
mysterious.
Among other remarks, she said,
"People are trying to make the church
grow without meeting the conditions
of growth. If the energy spent in
trying to grow were utilized in meet
ing the conditions for growing, more
cubits would be added to our stature.
"Light, heat, air and moisture are
essential. The lily stands with un
covered head in the presence of God
and receives each of these without
murmur. So must we- stand still,
obey and let Him make us grow."
PRAYER BAND
On February the twenty-eighth, Mr.
Vallejo gave the Prayer Band a very
inspiring talk on the thirty-second
verse of the eighth chapter of the
Gospel according to John: "The truth
shall make you free." No bondage
is so binding as that of sin, but no
emancipation is so entire as that
which Jesus gives.
In our last meeting the presence
of the Lord was especially felt in
testimony. One argument that over
comes all the apostasy of the skeptic
is the personal testimony to the real
ity of the personal Saviour. Mr. Elli
son, the leader, took a passage of
scripture from the epistle of James
and applied it practically to our pres
ent day Christian living.
It's high finance if you win, hut it
s highway robbery if the other felow wins:

THALONIAN LITERARY

I All kinds sent by Parcel
• Post,
f
f
| Help Taylor University by
t purchasing- your Garden
?
Plants from us.
SOCIETY
•

f Taylor University
•
!
Greenhouses

On the evening of February 24 the
Thalonion Literary Society commem
orated Washington's birthday with a
i
program pantomiming- colonial days. JS
t
The cast of characters were:
#
George Washington
Wallace Teed I
Martha Washington
—
Catharine Beisecker
Lawrence Washington-'Spike' Ellison
His Wife
Virginia Ruse
Benjamin Franklin
E. N. Gilbertson
His Wife
Mrs. E. N. Gilbertson
Thomas Jefferson
McLaughin
His Wife
Mable Landon
Patrick Henry
Fred Wild
Colored Cook
:
Miss Cassidy
Colored Porter
Diaz
The scene opened on the 22nd of

B. A. Atkinson, Florist.
Phone 894

Feb. when George and Martha are in
their old colonial home.
(Colonial
dress, spinning wheel, pld-fashioned
fire place and old time clock, etc.)
George had just returned from war
and Lawrence and his wife were
guests. While they talked together
George mentioned Franklin, Jefferson
and Patrick Henry, and to his aston
ishment the three gentlemen and the

The Costly New
Odor of 26 Flowers

R
Ralph C. Cottrell

Glasses Scientifically Fitted
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN.
421-422 Marion Nat'I Bank
Phone 246
Marion, Ind.

OSES, orange bfccsorm, ja>
w mine! Lavender, geranium,
vetivert! These and a score o€
ether choicest scents from the
whole world's flower garden make
this wonderful new odor. Gath
ered and blended at greatest ex
pense—yet sold at a popular price.
In handsome gift box.
$

] .25

PIONEER DRUG STORE
—The Rexall Store—
Upland
Indiana
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wives of the former two suddenly
came in. The evening was spent in
entertainment as follows:
The Cherry Tree
George
Violin Duet
Jefferson
Lawrence
A speech "Liberty or Death
Patrick Henry
Story of Youth
Franklin
Solos
Mrs. Washington
Mrs. Jefferson
Southern Darky Songs.-Colored Cook
Reading Mrs. Lawrence Washington
All of the party then rose to their
feet and sang some old familiar
songs. The old clock struck nine and
George wanted to observe his bedtime
and Franklin said, "Early to bed, and f
early to rise, makes a man healthy,
wealthy and wise." All retired and !
the scene ended.
G. W. ALEX, Rep.

"LUJIM"

To Taylor Students—

Home Made Candy {

(AND EVERYBODY)
Ideas strike quickly—And suddenly—
So says
Our Advertising Manager,
Aid he claims, that
When the idea strikes you
To be photographed—
You will take
The quickest route—
By rail—
Motor, or
Air line
To Fairmount, Ind.—
To a Studio
That is equipped
To serve.
A busy Studio—
A painstaking Studio—

Absolutely pure. Fresh daily. |
Special Orders Taken. Phone 1121 ?
For sale at University Store. *

DR. F. L. RESLER
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Over Postoffice
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104
Upland, Indiana

Bake-Rite Bakery

1 The Hockett Studio

FRESH BREAD, ROLLS,
AND CAKES
So. Side Square.
Phone 37
Hartford City, Ind.

Of course, he's right.

PHILO PROGRAM
Another good program was given
by members of the society on the
evening of March the third. The high
point of the program was the coun
try school with the old maid school
teacher, Mildred Atkinson, trying to
handle her naughty children. The
costumes and actions of the pupils
were a scream. The excellent music
numbers served to balance the pro
gram. The selections by the mixed
quartet were well given and well re
ceived by the audience. As usual the
Standard given by "Dezey" was
unique. This time the news for the
Standard was received by wireless.
Much credit for the success of the
programs this term is due to "Dezey"
and his ideas. But the person that
deserves honorable mention and who
is usually forgotten is the censor,
Miss Mildred Atkinson. She has per
formed her work exceptionally well
this term. The program of the eve
ning was as follows:
Invocation
Chaplain
Piano Solo
Mr. Manning
Mixed Quartet — Edith Hall, Madge
Mannon, "Bud" Seelig, McGuffin.
Piano Solo
Esther Atkinson
Vocal Solo
Dorothea David
Special Number
Standard
Editor
Remember, Philo's, we have the
whole spring term ahead of us. Let's
make the best of our opportunities.
If God is to have His big way with
you, you must separate yourself unto
God, you must be clean clear through,
you must be committed to the divine
program.

Are You With
Those You Love?

POORMAN'S
Sanitary Grocery
For
STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES f
All kinds of Fruits and
Vegetables in Season

T
|

C. E. Poorman

•

UPLAND, IND

j

|

Separation never occurs
between friends having a
Larrimer
interpretative
photographic portrait.

THE LARRIMER
ART SHOP

SHAVERS
In Place, Halt! Are you satisfied with the
shaves you are getting?
See me. My many years as a cutlery specialist
makes the shaving problem easy. Remember, I
guarantee to put you on the road to a good, satis
fying shave. Aerial Razors won't take a back
seat for any beard.
Don't forget I have the most complete Shaving
Outfits and Supplies for shavers. It includes all
standard Safety Razors and Blades for same.

H. G. KINNEY
'THE CUTLERY MAN"
Taylor University
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MNANKA
There was 110 regular meeting of
the Mnanka Debating Club on Feb.
25th because of the inter-club debate
which took place that evening. How
ever, just before the debate, the club
members met for a short but enthus
iastic "pep" meeting. Rah! Rah!
Mnanka!
At the next regular meeting of the
ciub on March 4th the first event was
a hearty round of applause given to
the inter-club debaters. After this,
Miss Louise Smith spoke, thanking
the club members for the loyal sup
port they had given, adding that this
had
very
materially helped in
strengthening the morale of the de
baters for the verbal combat. The
routine business of the club was then
discussed after which some very in
teresting points in Parliamentary
Drill were brought forth and ex
plained by various members of the
club. During the business session, the
Soangetaha Club sent an acceptance
to the challenge of the Mnanka Club
for a basket ball skirmish—so all ye
who have enjoyed the Philo-Thalo
series can look forward to more girls'
games just as interesting.
-—Reporter.
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vocation, the club held a short session
of Parliamentary Drill. In order to
get into action, John Mabuce made a
motion that for all unmarried men
past thirty-five years of age, a
bachelor's club should be organized.
Several vehement speeches followed.
The main contention was that the
eligibility requirement would exclude
too many of the single Eurekans.
Even with the original motion more
favorably amended, it was almost
unanimously opposed. Certainly there
must have been a sense of the fear of
inveteracy in the proposed category
that evoked such peremptory opposi
tion to the measure. Girls, there is
still hope.
."j

All the latest
Sheet Music,
Victor Records
and
Player Rolls.
Home of
Stelnway
Pianos and
other leading
makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos.

House of Butler
Marion, Ind.
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent.

A motion carried the members in a !
IN MARION
body to the Soangetaha's session. ;
Here, the Eurekas found themselves ?
very much as at home. "Yes, we
have a warm place in our hearts for
our sister club, the Soangetahas."
This is the sentiment of the Eurekas.
After having finished
their business
session, the Soangetahas invited the
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Eurekans to participate with them in
and Millinery
Parliamentary Drill. Prof. Stanley,
the chairman, gave a very instructive
exposition of the privileged motions
which had been selected for the even
ing's drill. The time for adjournment
came before much had been accom
plished. The Eurekas are looking for
SOANGETAHA REPORT
ward to another joint meeting of the
Saturday evening, March 4th, the two clubs.
—Reporter.
Soangetahas met in their usual place.
For Men's Wear
The president read the constitution
EULOGONIANS
and discussed its most important
points. The latter part of the hour
The club met in regular session on
was spent in parliamentary drill under
the
evening of Feb. 25, 1922. After
the leadership of Professor Stanley.
The club members were glad to have some business was attended to, we
with them the Eurekas, who partici listened to some very interesting dis
pated in the drill. The "privileged cussions on current topics. Mr. C. F.
motion" was emphasized. The hour Rumball gave us some facts on the
passed all too quickly as everyone "India. Question." The "Bonus Bill"
was enthusiastic and wanted to put was discussed by F. H. Fletcher. Some
his motion through.
-—Reporter. things of interest concerning "Rail
road Gasoline Motors" were revealed
by R. Wallace Teed. Alvin Beers
EUREKA
spoke on "Senator Newberry's InnoEyes examined by state examined i
The second of the Triangular de cense." As many of those present
afterward
remarked,
the
hour
was
and registered Optometrists.
bates on the question, Resolved: That
Environment has a greater influence very profitably spent.

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists

on Character than Heredity, was the
main feature of the meeting on the
evening of Feb. 25.
The affirmative was upheld by
Messrs. Henning and Vallejo, while
Messrs. Miles and Dorwin Whitenach,
the winners of the first
debate, es
sayed to advance some evidence for
the opposite side of the question.
On the evening of March 4th, the
Eurekas met as usual. After the in

On the notable evening of March
4th our president, Walter Fleagle,
who had been ill, again took the chair.
As this was the tenth week of the
winter term we were reminded that
the Inter-club championship banner
should now be placed in the hands of
the faculty as neutral property until
the decision of the judges at the next
inter-club debate should be given.
After this we listened to an inter-

CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
DR. C. C. FARIS
DR. EMIL FARIS
South Side Square.

Phone 1410

MARION, IND.
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esting debate on the question, Re
solved: That the American Indian has
been fairly treated by the U. S. Gov
ernment. Messrs. Holmes and Mc
Laughlin debated on the affirmative, I
and Messrs. H. Evans and R. Miller ?
on the negative. The decision was
given to the latter.
—Reporter.

| DR. W. D. PLACE
Dentist

TWO SHORT STORIES
(This is a true story of the tale of
"An Anecdote").
A bright little chap came across the
word, "Anecdote," in his reader one
day at school. Being anxious to know
the meaning of this big word, he asked
the teacher what an anecdote was.
She replied that it was a tale. As the
little boy went home he wondered how
he might use this new-found word to
show his mother how much he was
learning in school.
When he reached the barn, he found
his opportunity. He rushed hurriedly
to the house and exclaimed, "Oh mam
ma! The calves got out and one got
in the barn and chewed Old Nellie's
anecdote off!"
A certain young lady was spending
the week-end at home. She wished to
impress her father with the great pro
gress she was making in her education
at T. U. So she took it upon herself
to correct "Some of Pap's English."
He was telling her about "a right
smart of a racket" which he had had
with one of the neighbors the week
before, because he was "a sending of
his girl off to college." She said:
"Father, you musn't say 'right smart
of a racket'; you should say, 'we had
a very vehement discussion."'
When, the folks got ready to retire,
the daughter was busy with her cor
respondence, so "Pap" said: "When
you get ready to go to bed, Dot, 'blow'
out the light and see that the cat is
out o' doors."
She replied, "Oh, Pa, you should say
'to extinguish the light when you
retire.' "
Pa went to bed.
The next morning at the breakfast
table Dot asked if they had enjoyed
their sleep in peace and tranquility
and had awakened with the freshness
and exuberance of the new day which
lay before them.
'Pap' said no, he was awakened by
the brindle cow who had retired to the
corn crib and was making such a
vehement discussion that he had to
get up and take her by the tail and
extinguish her.

One Square East of Weiler's
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

AFFECTIONS of an} of fie following
.jarts may be caused by nerves impinged at the spine by a subiuiated •
BRAIN
vertebra.
EYES
EARS
NOSE
THROAT
ARMS
HEART
LUNGS
LIVER
STOMACH
PANCREAS
SPLCEN
KIDNEYS
SMALL BOWEL
LARCE DOWEL
GENITAL ORGANS
THIGHS & LEGS

Chiropractic
iSPINAL)

Adjustments
Wilt
Remove the
Cause of

s

E
A
S
E
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I NELSON STUDIO |

| PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING ?
|Welcomes You at its new Location) *
f
223 W. Main St. Hartford City |

Office—Bell Flats.

Phone 310

DR. TOM BELL

Originator of Optomopathy
EYES FITTED
SPINES ADJUSTED
Side Stepping III Health
28 Years Experience
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

RISINGER & HUFFMAN
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price;
with us, it's BOTH.
Hartford City, Indiana

North Side Square

Special Discount Given To Taylor University Students
"The Best Place To Trade After All"

SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop.

Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions
PHONE 1084

UPLAND, INDIANA

BRODERICK & BALLINGER

Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats.
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON.
UPLAND, IND.

PHONE 61
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THALO GIRLS VICTORS
The second and deciding1 game of
the girls series was a victory for the
Thalo girls. The game was fast and
furious, but poor aim on both teams
resulted in only one field goal and one
free throw being made. The score
stood 3-0 after the middle of the last
half and remained the same through
out.
Line-up
Thalo
Philo
Avis Lindell
R. F
Ruth Spiers
Coleen Keller
L. F Alice 0. Smith
W. Countryman C Harriet Leisure
Mable Landon R. G._Katherine Bieri
Bessie Lindsay_L. G._Winifred Smith
C
Miriam Pugh
PHILO SECONDS CLEAN
UP IN SECOND GAME

i

W. E. WAGONER

!
DENTIST
j
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
f Phone 1235
Marion, Ind.

I 0. C. BOWEN & CO. 1

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
L. Armstrong (when she gets a »
GROCERIES,
I
postcard in the mail)—"I wish these f
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
|
things had never been invented."
f Upland
Indiana !
Mr. Pugh (translating) — "The
Lacedaimonians came to Athens with
the full moon."

1 Miller Lbr & Mfg. Co.

f EVERYTHING IN BUILDING
Miss Leech (English class)—"Sit I
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL
the hen on her nest."
| Upland, Ind.
Phone 211

George Fenstermacher (at break
fast table)—"Every time I open my
The Philo seconds helped take re mouth it makes someone homesick."
»
We Appreciate Your Trade
venge for Philo defeats, by beating
Doc—"In electricity, unlike charges
the Thalos 21-10 in the second game
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL
of the series. The Philo team-work attract and like charges repel. Miss !
*
KINDS OF PASTRIES
completely knocked the Thalos and Sweet and I were always coming to •
i
gether."
won for them by more than double
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Cortez — "Were there ever any
the score.
1
or Money Refunded,
sparks,
Doc?"
Line-up
i
9
Philo
Thalo
Prof.—"I will illustrate my point.
W. Rose
H. Casanas
_R. F
E. S. ULLOM, Prop,
Sanders My hat represents Mars. Before we f
G. Ayres
L. F.
i
Phone Orders 382
go
on,
is
there
a
question?"
Baltzel
. C.
H. Totman
Student—"Is Mars inhabited?"
Gumban
C. Whitenack _ _R. G
Stackhouse
. L. G.
D. Wing
W. Brower—"My corn got twisted
Naden
C
Stoddard in Junior League meeting, so I had to
F.
Dunn take my shoe off and twist it back
F.
again."
1
Upland, Ind.
JUST FOR SPORT
Prof. Pogue—"If you shove a thing •
what does it |
CAPITAL $25,000.00
Can you start a fire with a baseball off with your fingers,
i
indicate?"
match,
Bright Student—"Long fingers."
|
SURPLUS AND PROFIT,
Or mend your glove with a cabbage
patch ?
I
$8,000.00
Wanted—A hen that will lay three i
Do they call it a strike if you bat
fresh eggs a day.—"Dezy."
your eye,
f
H. T. CONNELLY, President
•
Or give you a base if you swat a fly ?
!
GUY DUCKWALL, Cashier
Prof. Miles—" 'Know thyself.' Who
Is a tennis racket just noise and
said that, Shakespeare or the Bible?"
clatter ?
If you broke the home plate could you
Miss Cline (speaking to Mr. Stackuse a platter?
Is the pitcher made from silver or house and calling him Stoddard).
Class—"His name isn't Stoddard."
glass?
Stackhouse—"No, not yet."
Are the golf links iron, or gold, or
brass ?
A wrinkle is a grin gone wrong.
Is a caddie used for storing tea ?
Is a locker simply a great big key?
He — "May I hold your Palm
Is a foul a chicken or is it a bird?
Do they arrest a player for stealing- Olive?"
She—"Not on your Life Buoy."
third?
West Side Square
—Selected.
Mr. Hunt—"Mr. Dunn, use counsel
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
The man who kills time is the as and council in a sentence."
Billie—"The council can counsel."
sassin of his own opportunities.

I "Blue Bird" Bread
j

! Upland Baking Co.

} Upland State Bank

DRUGS
KODAKS
WALL PAPER

Cronin's Drug Store
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"I don't like your heart action," the
doctor said, applying the stethoscope
again. "You have had some trouble
with angina pectoris."
"You're partly right, doctor," said
the young man, sheepishly, "only that
ain't her name."—Indianapolis Med
ical Journal.
"Aren't you in favor of spelling re
form?"
"Not at all," answered the young
woman at the typewriter. "Many a
man would be writing his own letters
if he knew how to spell all the diffiicult words."
The teacher of the class in physiol
ogy put to Tommy this question:
"How many ribs have you?"
"I don't know, ma'am," said Tom
my, squirming at the very thought.
"I am so ticklish I never could count

WIT AND WISDOM
"Fire in Armour's Hide Cellar!"—
Headline. Wonder what Mr. Armour
hides in his hide cellar?
We kill more people with automo
biles in this country than LatinAmerica kills in its revolutions. It
would be cheaper to have a revolution.
We' suggest a revolution against
reckless automobile drivers.
Honor compels us to tell a man his j
faults to his face, but the law of self- •
preservation makes it safer to tell his ;
neighbor.
|
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LONG'S CLEANERS & DYERS
CLEANING THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY SUPERIOR
— Garment Dyers — Rug Cleaners — Hat Remodelers —
Office 120 W. Third Street

Marion, Ind.

"The best place to shop after all"
RLUMENTHAL & CO,
Marion, Ind.
Luck will follow you if you lasso it and drag
it home.
When buying Clothing and Furnishings, don't
trust to luck—You may be disappointed.
When you buy Blumenthal Clothes you do not
have to trust to luck. They make good, or Blu
menthal does.
SPRING STOCKS NOW REPLETE

You always get
g-ocd Pictures at

Methuselah probably lived to«a ripe
old age just to spite some girl who
had married him for his money.
So many things which are easy to
recommend are hard to do.

BEITLER STUDIO

Pawnbrokers are able to . see the
silver lining of your clouds .
Many a man's success in life is due
to his failure to inherit money.

E. CHAVEZ is Looking For
Your Kodak Wotk

The consciousness of self can never
be sharpened except in society.
—Home.

SPORTING GOODS
Write u s and
we will t all on you

HARDWARE-COMPANY

We equip Basket
Ball and Athletic
Teams of all kinds
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Cut Flowers
a
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Garden Plants
o
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Taylor University
Greervhovises
ORDER BY PARCEL POST .

These greenhouses are owned and operated by the
University to furnish self-help for worthy students.
Help them and at the same time get good value for your
money.
Address orders to
B. A. ATKINSON, Florist

Taylor University, Upland, Indiana

